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ABSTRACT:THIS STUDY AIMED TO DEMONSTRATE THE VALUE AND PSYCHOMETRIC QUALITIES OF AN INSTRUMENT THAT 
ASSESSES SOCIAL COMPETENCE FOR CHILDREN IN CRITICAL SOCIAL SITUATIONS WITHIN THE RELATIONSHIPS WITH 
PEERS IN THE SCHOOL CONTEXT - SOCIALLY IN ACTION-PEERS (SAP) USING CONFIRMATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS (CFA) 
AND SIMILARITY STRUCTURE ANALYSIS (SSA). THIS INSTRUMENT WAS ADMINISTERED TO 182 PORTUGUESE CHILDREN 
AGED BETWEEN 8 AND 11 YEARS, OF 3RD AND 4TH GRADES. THESE CHILDREN WERE ASSESSED BY THREE SOURCES: 
THEMSELVES, THEIR PEERS AND THEIR TEACHER. ADDITIONALLY, WE USED THE TEST OF EMOTION COMPREHENSION 
(PONS & HARRIS, 2002; PONS, HARRIS & ROSNAY, 2004) TO ASSESS SAP’S CRITERION-RELATED VALIDITY. MEAN 
DIFFERENCES RESULTS IN SAP BY GENDER WERE ANALYZED. CONCERNING TO GENDER, WE ONLY HAVE FOUND GENDER 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN A FEW ITEMS AND IN THE GENERAL ASSESSMENT MADE BY TEACHERS, IN WHICH GIRLS 
BEING CONSIDERED SUPERIOR. THE RESULTS OF THE SAP’S PSYCHOMETRIC ANALYSIS ARE SATISFACTORY, BOTH IN 
TERMS OF ITEMS’ SENSITIVITY AND RELIABILITY (INTERNAL CONSISTENCY) IN THREE VERSIONS (SELF-ASSESSMENT, 
PEER AND TEACHER). FINALLY, WE PERFORMED A CONFIRMATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS THAT CONFIRMED THAT THE 
MODEL UNDERLYING THE INSTRUMENT’S RATIONAL: A HIERARCHICAL MODEL WITH A 1ST ORDER FACTOR (COMPOSITE 
SOCIAL COMPETENCE) THAT HAS THREE FACTORS OF 2ND ORDER (CONSISTING OF THE THREE SOURCES OF 
EVALUATION: SELF, PEERS AND TEACHER). IN ADDITION THE CFA DATA WERE ANALYZED THROUGH LOUIS 
GUTTMAN’S SSA - A NON-METRIC MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING (MDS) PROCEDURE. CFA AND SSA CONFIRMED THE 
PSYCHOMETRIC QUALITIES OF SAP AND IDENTIFIED THE SUBSCALES AND DYNAMIC RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THEM. 
IMPLICATIONS OF THESE FINDINGS FOR SOCIAL COMPETENCE ASSESSMENT AND INTERVENTION IN CHILDHOOD ARE 
DISCUSSED, AS WELL AS, THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF CFA COMPARED TO SSA FOR EMPIRICAL 
VALIDATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSTRUCTS ARE EXAMINED. 
